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Abstract—In this paper, the diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff
(DMT) of single-source, single-sink (ss-ss), multihop relay networks having slow-fading links is studied. In particular, the two
end-points of the DMT of ss-ss full-duplex networks are determined, by showing that the maximum achievable diversity gain
is equal to the min-cut and that the maximum multiplexing gain
is equal to the min-cut rank, the latter by using an operational
connection to a deterministic network. Also included in the paper,
are several results that aid in the computation of the DMT of
networks operating under amplify-and-forward (AF) protocols.
In particular, it is shown that the colored noise encountered in
amplify-and-forward protocols can be treated as white for the
purpose of DMT computation, lower bounds on the DMT of
lower-triangular channel matrices are derived and the DMT of
parallel MIMO channels is computed. All protocols appearing in
the paper are explicit and rely only upon AF relaying. Half-duplex
networks and explicit coding schemes are studied in a companion
paper.
Index Terms—Amplify-and-forward protocols, cooperative diversity, degrees of freedom, deterministic network, diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff, explicit codes, multihop networks, parallel
channel, relay networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
N fading relay networks, cooperative diversity provides
an efficient means of network operation. While much of
the work in the literature on cooperative diversity is based on
two-hop networks, the attention here is on multihop networks.

I

A. Prior Work
The concept of user cooperative diversity was introduced in
[3]. Cooperative diversity protocols were first discussed in [5]
for the two-hop, single-relay network (see Fig. 1 for example of
a general multirelay network). Zheng and Tse [6] proposed the
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Fig. 1. Two-hop cooperative relay network.

diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff (DMT) as a means of evaluating point-to-point, multiple-antenna schemes in the context
of slow-fading channels.
1) Two-Hop Networks: Several papers [7], [8], [11], [12]
have studied the DMT of two-hop relay networks (Fig. 1).
The proposed schemes for two-hop relay networks include the
nonorthogonal amplify-and-forward protocol [4], [8], selection
decode-and-forward [7], dynamic-decode-and-forward [8], [9],
compress-and-forward [2], [11] and slotted amplify-and-forward protocols [16]. However, the DMT of even the simplest of
these networks was undetermined until recently, when the DMT
of the single relay network was solved by using a quantize and
re-encode protocol [24].
Other papers have considered two-hop relay networks in the
absence of a direct-link between the source and destination [10],
[26]. In a parallel and independent work [28], [29], the DMT of
the two-hop network without direct link is proved to be equal to
the cut-set bound.
2) Multihop Networks: Yang and Belfiore in [15] consider
AF protocols for a family of MIMO multihop networks. They
derive the DMT of the Rayleigh-product channel which they
prove is equal to the DMT of the AF protocol applied to this
channel. They also propose AF protocols to achieve the maximum diversity gain of these multiantenna layered networks.
Oggier and Hassibi [37] propose distributed space time codes
for multiantenna layered networks that achieve diversity gain
equal to the minimum number of relay nodes among the hops.
Recently, Vaze and Heath [39] have constructed distributed
space time codes based on orthogonal designs, that achieve
the maximum diversity gain of the multiantenna layered network with low decoding complexity. In [40], the same authors
study the circumstances under which full diversity gain can be
achieved without coding in a layered network in the presence
of partial CSIT.
Borade, Zheng, and Gallager in [25] consider AF schemes
for a class of multihop layered networks where each layer has
the same number of relays. They show that AF strategies are
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optimal in terms of multiplexing gain. They also compute lower
bounds on the DMT of the product Rayleigh channel.
3) Capacity: There has been recent interest in determining approximations to the capacity of wireless networks.
The pre-log coefficient of the capacity, termed as the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of wireless multiantenna networks is
studied in [42] and [43].1 The DOF of the -user interference
channel was derived in [32], of the MIMO X network in [33],
[34] and the DOF of single-source, single-sink (ss-ss) layered
networks was determined in [25].
In [31], given a wireline network and an associated network
code, a compute-and-forward scheme for the corresponding
wireless Gaussian relay channel is derived, wherein each relay
computes linear transformations of its input signals, and the
achievable rate region for this scheme is determined.
In a different direction, deterministic wireless networks,
which model the effect of interaction between various nodes
have been studied [30]. The capacity of ss-ss and multicast
deterministic wireless networks has been characterized there.
Intuition drawn from the deterministic wireless networks is
then used to identify capacity to within an additive constant for
Gaussian relay networks in the same work. It is also pointed
out there that this result extends to give the compound-channel
capacity to within a constant number of bits for full-duplex
networks.
4) Other Work: Cooperative networks with asynchronous
transmissions have also been studied in the literature [53]–[55].
Codes for two-hop cooperative networks having low decoding
complexity and full diversity are studied in [56], [55] and [57].

B. Setting and Channel Model
1) Notation: In this paper, we use uppercase letters to denote matrices and lowercase letters to denote either a vector or a
scalar. Thus vectors and scalars are differentiated only through
context. Boldface letters are used to identify a random entity,
regardless of whether the particular random entity is a scalar,
vector or matrix.
2) Network Representation: Any wireless network can be
associated with a directed graph, with vertices representing
nodes in the network and edges representing connectivity between nodes. A bidirectional edge should be represented by two
edges, one pointing in each direction; however for simplicity
we will draw one undirected edge to denote the same. In the
wireless networks considered here, relay nodes operate in either
half or full-duplex mode. Under half-duplex operation, a node
cannot listen and transmit simultaneously.
Between any two adjacent nodes , of a wireless network,
we assume the following channel model:
(1)
1The degrees-of-freedom is alternately referred to as the maximum multiplexing gain in the literature, although the former is typically used for ergodic
capacity characterizations while the latter is typically used in the context of
outage characterization. This paper deals with the DMT, which is an outage
characterization and for this reason, we use the term maximum multiplexing
gain.

where corresponds to the received vector at node , is the
is a matrix and is the vector transmitted by
noise vector,
the node .
3) Assumptions: We follow the literature in making the assumptions listed below. Our description is in terms of the equivalent, complex-baseband, discrete-time channel.
1) All channels are assumed to be quasi-static and to experience Rayleigh fading, i.e., all fade coefficients are i.i.d., cirrandom
cularly-symmetric, complex Gaussian
variables.
2) The additive noise at each receiver is also modeled as possessing an i.i.d., circularly-symmetric, complex Gaussian
distribution.
3) Each receiver (but none of the transmitters) is assumed to
have perfect channel state information of all the upstream
channels in the network.2
4) We impose the following energy constraint on the vector
(of length ) transmitted by the source

where
denotes the trace operator and
is the covariance matrix of .
5) We will impose the constraint that the relays operate under
the same power constraint as the source.
C. Results
In this paper, we characterize the maximum diversity, the
maximum multiplexing gain and the achievable DMT of fullduplex cooperative networks. Some of these results were presented in conference versions of this paper [17]–[20] (see also
[21] and [23]). Special classes of half-duplex networks are considered in a companion paper, [1]. The design of explicit codes
that achieve the DMT of all protocols proposed in the present
paper, can also be found there.
The principal results established in this paper are given below
(see Table I-C for a tabular listing).
1) The maximum diversity gain achieved for any specific
source-destination pair in a general multiterminal network
with many sources, many sinks and multiple-antenna
nodes is equal to the value of the min-cut between the
particular source-destination pair. Moreover the maximum
diversity gain can be achieved for all source-destination
pairs simultaneously.
2) The maximum multiplexing gain (MMG) of a ss-ss full-duplex, multiantenna network is equal to the minimum rank
of any cut between the source and the destination.
3) A DMT which is linear between the maximum diversity
gain and maximum multiplexing gain is achievable for directed-acyclic, full-duplex, single-antenna, ss-ss networks.
We also establish the following general results, that are useful
in computing the DMT of cooperative networks operated under
AF protocols:
1) the colored noise encountered in cooperative networks can
be treated as white for the purpose of DMT computation,
2However, in the protocols proposed in the current paper, CSIR is utilized
only at the sink, as all the relay nodes are required to simply amplify and forward
the received signal.
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TABLE I
PRINCIPAL RESULTS SUMMARY

2) a lower bound on the DMT of channels associated with
triangular matrices is provided,
3) the DMT of a parallel MIMO channel is computed in terms
of the DMT of its constituent MIMO links.
D. Relation to Existing Literature
1) Proof of a Conjecture by Rao and Hassibi: The results in
Example 4 in Section IV-C prove Conjecture 1 appearing
in [26] and [27].
2) Lower bound on the DMT of various AF Protocols: We
present a simple means of deriving in a concise and intuitive manner, lower bounds on the DMT of two-hop relay
networks operating under either the NAF [8], SAF [16] or
MIMO-NAF protocols [14]. The lower bound in the case of
the first two protocols is tight, while the third lower bound,
improves upon the best-known bound.
3) The diversity gain of arbitrary cooperative networks. The
result on maximum diversity gain attainable by an arbitrary
multiterminal network, is derived by making use of an argument that while obvious in retrospect, was not noted earlier. The maximum diversity gain of certain specific network families has previously been derived: in the case of
the MIMO two-hop relay channel in [14], in the case of layered networks in [15] while upper bounds for general networks are derived in [52]. In parallel work, [28] have used a
different approach to characterize the diversity gain of general ss-ss networks. In work that has appeared subsequent
to the initial submission of the present paper, low-complexity full-diversity codes have been designed in [39] and
[40].
4) DMT of single-antenna full-duplex networks The compound channel results contained in [30], can be used to establish that the DMT of full-duplex networks is equal to the
cut-set bound. It must be noted though, that the schemes
in [30] involve complicated schemes with random codes
of large block length, in contrast with the AF protocols
presented here that use short block-length, explicit coding
schemes.
5) The DMT of the parallel channel in closed form is provided
here in Lemma 4.1. A special case of this result is derived

in [15] where the authors characterize the parallel channel
DMT for the particular case when all the individual channels have the same DMT.
6) Polynomial-time algorithms for constructing zero-error
codes for the layered linear deterministic channel with a
block-length of 1 have been recently developed in [38].
These codes can be used in conjunction with our results,
to derive low-complexity coding schemes for the fading
relay channel, that are optimal in terms of achieving the
MMG.
E. Outline
In Section II, we present some background on the DMT, and
prove two results that aid in the computation of the DMT of
a network, one showing that noise can be treated as white for
the purpose of DMT computation and the other computing the
MMG of a MIMO channel whose entries are polynomial functions of a common pool of i.i.d. Rayleigh random variables. In
Section III, we determine the extreme points of the DMT of arbitrary ss-ss networks by drawing upon the results in Section II. In
Section IV, we provide additional computational tools for evaluating the DMT of AF networks. In particular, we establish the
DMT of a bank of parallel MIMO channels. Next, a lower bound
on the DMT of channels characterized by lower triangular block
matrix is presented. The section concludes by applying these
results to determine lower-bounds on the DMT of several networks. In Section V, we present a protocol for operating an arbitrary ss-ss network with single-antenna, full-duplex relays, and
establish a lower bound on the associated DMT.
A companion paper [1] to the present submission, makes use
of the basic results and techniques introduced here to characterize the DMT of certain classes of half-duplex networks as
well as provide DMT-achieving code designs.
Expanded versions of some of the abbreviated proofs contained in the present paper can be found in [22].
II. BASIC RESULTS FOR COOPERATIVE NETWORKS
We begin by reviewing the notion of DMT in point-to-point
channels and then go on to explain how the DMT becomes a
meaningful tool in the study of cooperative wireless networks.
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We then go on to develop general techniques, which will prove
useful in deriving results on the DMT of ss-ss networks.
A. Background
1) Diversity-Multiplexing Gain Tradeoff: Let us assume a
power constraint of at each node, and scale the rate of trans. A protocol is a method of
mission with as
operation of the network, defined for every value of power constraint and data rate , such that the power constraint is satisfied at all nodes. Let the protocol over blocks of symbols of
,
data, be such that the transmitted vector at the source is
and let the corresponding received vector under the protocol,
. Then the protocol essentially inat the destination be
duces a channel
between the transmitted source block and
the destination block. The probability of outage under the operating protocol is then given as

where
denotes the collection of all random variables associated with all the channels in the network. The outage exponent,
, of the network under the protocol is a function of
the multiplexing gain and is defined by

and we will indicate this by writing

The symbols , and are similarly defined.
Given a protocol and a coding scheme for the network that
, the diversity-multiachieves a probability-of-error
achieved by the coding scheme is
plexing gain tradeoff
defined by

Fig. 2. Some example cuts in a network. The cut
of a min-cut.

turns out to be an example

network [46], [47] translates into an upper bound on the DMT.
This can be formalized as follows [11]:
be the rate of communication beLemma 2.1: Let
tween the source and the sink. Given a cut between source and
destination, let
denote the transfer matrix between nodes
on the source-side of the cut and those on the sink-side, and let
be the DMT of
. Then the DMT of the network is
upper bounded as

where is the set of all cuts between the source and the destination.
In the example network shown in Fig. 2, it turns out that
is the min-cut.
3) Amplify and Forward Protocols: Our attention here will
be restricted to AF protocols since as we shall see, this class of
protocols can often achieve the DMT of a network. Under an
AF protocol , each relay node is permitted to linearly process
the incoming signals prior to its transmission. It is assumed that
the node will scale its transmitted symbols so as to meet its
power constraint. Such protocols induce a linear channel model
between source and sink of the form
(3)

Random coding can be shown to achieve a probability-ofwhose rate of exponential decay with matches that
error
of the outage probability, i.e.
(2)
achieved by the protocol is thus equal to the
The DMT
. The DMT of the
outage exponent, i.e.,
network,
is the supremum of the DMT over all protocols
that satisfy the power constraints.
Definition 1: Given a random matrix
of size
, we
define the DMT of the matrix as the optimal DMT of the aswhere is an -length received
sociated channel
column vector, is an -length transmitted column vector with
column vector.
total power constraint , and is a
.
We denote the DMT of matrix by
2) Cut-Set Bound on DMT: For any network, the cut-set
upper-bound on mutual information of a general multiterminal

where
denotes the signal received at the sink,
is
is the
induced channel matrix,
the noise vector,
is the vector transmitted by the source. The noise
and
vector is in general, colored, and we will deal with this issue
in Section II-B.
It turns out that the specific value of the constant used by the
nodes in order to ensure the power constraint is met, does not affect the DMT of the protocol, since the DMT is a high SNR characterization (see [8] for a detailed explanation). Without loss of
accuracy therefore, we will assume this constant to be equal to
1.
B. White in the Scale of Interest
In this section, we prove a result for AF protocols, that will
be extensively used in all future sections: Theorem 2.3, which
states that noise, even though correlated, can be treated as white
in the scale of interest and also state a known result (Lemma
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2.4), which says that i.i.d. Gaussian inputs are sufficient to attain
the outage exponent of any Gaussian channel of the form
.
If is complex Gaussian, i.e., a
random variable,
then we have, for any given and

be a nonconstant polynomial of
Lemma 2.5: Let
degree , and let , be given real numbers. Consider the set
of all
for which the following two conditions are satisfied:

(4)
(5)

It turns out that a similar statement holds even when we replace by a polynomial in several complex Gaussian random
variables.
Lemma 2.2: Let
be a collection
of i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables. Let
be a polynomial without constant term, in
. Then there exist
,
,
,
the variables
such that

where the constants , , , depend only on .
Proof: See Appendix A.
We are now ready to establish that if the noise covariance
matrix has a certain structure, then it can be considered as white
noise for the purpose of DMT computation.
Theorem 2.3: Consider a channel of the form
, with
, where the
are i.i.d.
random vectors, and where each entry of the
random matrix
is a polynomial function of some underlying
. Then
i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables
the DMT of the channel
is the same as the DMT of
where is now a
random
the channel
vector.
Proof: See Appendix B.
We now state a known result on input distributions that
achieve the DMT:
Lemma 2.4: [6] For any channel that is of the form
where is white Gaussian noise, i.i.d. Gaussian inputs
are sufficient to attain the DMT of the channel.
The noise that we deal with in this paper will always satisfy
the conditions laid down in Theorem 2.3 and hence we can assume without loss of generality, that
• the noise is white, and
• the transmitted signal has an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution.

C. Maximum Multiplexing Gain
In this section, we derive the MMG of a MIMO channel matrix with each entry of the matrix being a polynomial function
of certain complex Gaussian random variables. We begin by deriving certain properties of polynomial functions of Gaussian
random variables and will subsequently use these characteristics to determine the MMG.

where
is the derivative of
can be expressed as the union

. Then this subset

of

(6)
of disjoint intervals
Proof: See Appendix C.

. Furthermore,

.

be a collection
Lemma 2.6: Let
of independent (real) Gaussian random variables. Let
be a polynomial in the variables
. Then there exist constants
,
,
such
that

where the constants , , depend only on
Proof: See Appendix D.

and not on .

We will now make use of this lemma to determine the MMG.
Definition 2: Given a random matrix , we define the structural rank,
, as the maximum rank attained by over
all possible realizations.
Theorem 2.7: Let
be independent complex
be a random matrix,
Gaussian random variables, and let
whose entries are polynomial functions of the random variables
. Consider a channel of the form
, where ,
, are -length column vectors representing the transmitted
signal, received signal and the noise vector respectively, with
. Then the
the noise being white, i.e., distributed as
MMG of the channel, denoted by , is given by the structural
rank of , i.e.,

Proof: Let be the structural rank of . Clearly, for any
given , the MMG is upper-bounded by the rank of , which
does not exceed . Next, we will show that a MMG of
is achievable. Consider transmission at a multiplexing gain of
. Since is of structural rank , there is a
submatrix
of structural rank . Then
is a principal
.
submatrix of
denote the th smallest eigenvalue of matrix
Let
. Using the inclusion principle ([48, Theorem 4.3.15]),
we get
. Also we have
, since
has at most
rank . Therefore, we obtain that
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is

Let , and thereby
, be a function of the independent
. Let
complex Gaussian random variables
us denote the real and imaginary parts of this collection of
, where
complex Gaussian random variables by
. Now the
are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables,
. Then
is
i.e., they are distributed as
in the
.
a nonzero real polynomial
Since
is positive,
.
We can now use Lemma 2.6 to obtain that
(7)
for some positive constants , , with
. Then we can see that (7) is valid for all
This leads to

Thus a MMG of

. Let
.

is achievable.

number of edges in the min-cut is equal to the maximum number
of edge-disjoint paths between source and the sink. Given a collection of edge-disjoint paths, we schedule the network in such a
way that each edge in a given edge-disjoint path is activated one
by one. The same is repeated for all the edge-disjoint paths. This
and
in effect creates a parallel channel between the source
destination . Let the number of edges along the th edge-disjoint path be . Let the fading coefficient on the th edge in
. Now define
,
the th edge-disjoint path be
. The induced parallel channel therefore contains links, with the fading coefficients on the link . Thus,
the equivalent channel seen by a symbol is

..
.

..
.

..

.

This is a parallel channel with all the channels being independent of each other and the DMT of the channels being identical.
Therefore we can use Corollary 4.3 and obtain the DMT of the
parallel channel as
(8)
This DMT can be achieved by using a DMT-optimal parallel
channel code [14], [41], [13].
The protocol utilizes time instants to induce this effective
channel matrix, and therefore, the DMT of the protocol can be
given in terms of the DMT of the channel matrix as

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF EXTREME POINTS
OF DMT OF ARBITRARY NETWORKS
The focus in this section, is on multihop networks. We show
that the min-cut is equal to the maximum diversity gain for arbitrary multiterminal networks with multiantenna nodes irrespective of whether the relays operate under the half-duplex constraint or not. We also show for ss-ss full-duplex networks that
the maximum multiplexing gain is equal to the min-cut rank.
These two results put together, characterize the two end-points
of the DMT of full-duplex ss-ss networks.
A. Min-Cut Equals Diversity
Theorem 3.1: Consider a multiterminal fading network with
channels undergoing i.i.d. complex Gaussian fading. The maximum diversity gain achievable for any source-destination (s-d)
pair is equal to the min-cut between the source and the destination. Each s-d pair can achieve its maximum diversity gain
simultaneously.
Proof: We first consider the case where there is only a
single s-d pair. We will handle the case of single and multipleantenna nodes separately.
Case I: Network With Single-Antenna Nodes: Let the source
be and sink be . Let
denote the set of all cuts between
and
.
From the cut-set upper bound on DMT (Lemma 2.1),
, where
is the min-cut. It suffices to prove
that a diversity gain equal to
is achievable. We know from
Menger’s theorem in graph theory (see for eg. [50]), that the

(9)
. Hence the maximum achievable diversity
with
gain is .
Case II: Network With Multiple-Antenna Nodes: In the multiple antenna case, we regard any link between a -transmit-antenna node and an -receive-antenna node as being composed
links, with one link between each transmit and each reof
ceive antenna. Note that it is possible to selectively activate pretransmit-antenna receive-antenna pairs by
cisely one of the
appropriately transmitting from just one antenna and listening
at just one receive antenna. Now, the same strategy as in the
single antenna case can then be applied to achieve a diversity
gain equal to the min-cut in the network.
Thus the proof is complete for the single flow from to .
When there are multiple flows in the network, we simply
schedule the data of all the flows in a time-division manner. This
will entail a rate loss—however, since we are interested only in
the diversity, we can still achieve each flow’s maximum diversity gain simultaneously.
B. Maximum Multiplexing Gain Equals Minimum Rank
In this section, we determine the maximum multiplexing
gain (MMG) for multiantenna ss-ss networks to be equal to
the min-cut rank. For ss-ss networks with single-antennas, the
MMG cannot exceed one in value, because the source has a
single antenna and the cut with source at one side and the rest of
the nodes on the other side will yield an upper bound of value
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one for the MMG. It is possible to attain the optimal MMG of
1 by activating one path between the source to the destination
either using amplify-and-forward or a decode-and-forward
strategy. However, the MMG-optimal strategy becomes unclear
when the number of antennas is greater than 1.
We use results from recent work on linear deterministic networks [30] to arrive at strategies for achieving the MMG of
a fading network. We use simple algebraic techniques to lift
the achievability strategies for linear deterministic networks to
fading networks. We will now introduce linear deterministic networks, and then move on to connect strategies from the linear
deterministic network to the fading network.
1) Deterministic Networks: Linear deterministic networks,
which will be called deterministic networks henceforth for
brevity, were introduced in [30] as a model for wireless
networks. In deterministic networks, the effect of noise is
suppressed and the focus is on how wireless signals transmitted
by various nodes interact. Two fundamental effects of wireless
transmission are captured in the model: broadcast and interference. Broadcasting is captured by the fact that the information
transmitted by any node affects the received information at all
destinations to which the node is connected. Interference is
captured by the addition of signals over a certain finite field.
The finite capacity of each link is captured by the fact that
each node can transmit a certain number of symbols from a
finite field, which get linearly transformed and received at the
destination.
More formally, the vector received by a terminal can be
given in terms of the transmitted vectors of various terminals
by

where and
are -length column vectors over , and
is a
transfer matrix between the node and node , whose
entries are drawn from . Every cut in the deterministic network is associated with a channel matrix, which we will denote
.
by
The theorem below from [30], computes the capacity3 of a
ss-ss linear deterministic wireless network.
Theorem 3.2: [30] Given a linear deterministic ss-ss wireless
network over any finite field , the capacity of such a relay
network is given by

where is the collection of all cuts between source and sink
and where the capacity is specified in terms of the number of
finite field symbols per unit time. A strategy utilizing only linear
at the relays is sufficient to achieve this
transformations over
capacity.
The capacity-achieving strategy in [30] utilizes matrix transformations of the input vector received over a period of time
slots at each relay. This process continues for blocks, therefore the total number of time instants required for the scheme is
3We

use the term capacity to signify -error capacity, as is conventional.

. The achievability shows the existence of relay ma, where is the set of vertices
trices at each relay node
is of size
, and repin the graph. The relay matrix
resents the transformation between the received and transmitted
vectors at the particular relay node.
2) MMG of SS-SS Networks: The main result of this section
is given below.
Theorem 3.3: Given a ss-ss multiantenna wireless network,
with i.i.d. Rayleigh fading coefficients, the MMG of the network
is given by

where is the collection of all cuts between source and sink.
An amplify-and-forward strategy utilizing only linear transformations at the relays (that do not depend on the channel realization) is sufficient to achieve this MMG.
Proof: (Outline): The proof proceeds as follows (see
Appendix E for details.)
1) First, a converse for the MMG is provided using simple
cut-set bounds.
2) Next, we convert the fading network into a deterministic
network with the property that the cut-set bound on MMG
for the fading network is the same as the cut-set bound on
the capacity of the deterministic network. It must be noted
that the conversion to deterministic network used here is
different from that used in [30] and [35], where the small
nodes are used to model bits transmitted or received by
a node, as opposed to their being modeled in the current
paper as antennas.
3) We then characterize the zero-error capacity of the linear
deterministic wireless network. We can also use the results
of [38] to construct short-block-length zero-error codes for
the linear deterministic channel. This will ensure that our
MMG achieving scheme has very low complexity.
4) Finally, we convert a capacity-achieving scheme for the
deterministic network into a MMG-achieving scheme for
the fading network, which matches the converse.
C. MMG for Multicasting
In this section, we extend the result on MMG to the multicasting scenario.
Theorem 3.4: Given a single-source, -sink, multicast
Gaussian wireless network with i.i.d. Rayleigh fading coefficients, the MMG of the network is given by
(10)
where
is the set of all cuts between the source and sink .
An amplify-and-forward strategy utilizing only linear transformations at the relays is sufficient to achieve this MMG.
Proof: The proof proceeds along lines similar to the proof
of Theorem 3.3 and is omitted here for brevity.
IV. TOOLS FOR COMPUTING DMT
In this section, we present further tools for computing the
DMT in cooperative networks. We begin by establishing the
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Corollary 4.3: The DMT of a parallel channel with all the
channels being i.i.d. and having a common convex DMT
is given by

(13)
The result in Corollary 4.3 was also obtained in [14].
2) Parallel Channel With Repeated Coefficients:
Fig. 3. The Parallel channel with M subchannels.

DMT of a bank of parallel MIMO channels. We then present
a lower bound on the DMT of channels characterized by lower
triangular block matrices. We conclude in the final subsection by
applying these results to determine lower-bounds on the DMT of
several networks. In several instances the lower bound turns out
to be tight. These techniques will also be used in the companion
paper [1] to compute the DMT of certain families of half-duplex
networks.

Lemma 4.4: Consider a parallel channel with
links and
inrepeated channel matrices. More precisely, let there be
, with
dependent channel matrices
repeating in
subchannels.
Then the DMT of such a parallel channel is given by
(14)
Proof: The proof is along the lines of the proof of Lemma
4.1, and can be found in [22].

A. DMT of Elementary Network Connections

B. A Lower Bound on the DMT of Block-Lower-Triangular
Matrices

1) Parallel Network: The lemma below presents an expression for the DMT of a parallel channel in terms of the DMT
of the individual links under the assumption that the individual
links experience independent fading.

In many situations, the matrices induced by AF protocols in
a ss-ss network will turn out to posses block-lower-triangular
(blt) structure. In this section, we provide a lower bound to the
DMT of channels associated to such matrices.

Lemma 4.1: Consider a parallel channel with
links (see
Fig. 3), with the th link having representation
,
are independent and let
denote the correwhere
sponding DMT. Then the DMT of the overall parallel channel
is given by

Definition 3: Consider a collection
of matrices where matrix
is of size
blt matrix whose
th entry is the matrix
and zeros elsewhere, i.e.

(11)

..
.

..

.

. Let
for

be the

..
.

Proof: See Appendix F.
The following lower and upper bounds on the outage exponent are immediate from (11):

We define the th subdiagonal matrix,
of such a blt
as the matrix comprising only of the entries
matrix
in their respective positions
with zeros everywhere else, i.e.

(12)
To determine the DMT of the parallel channel when all component channels are identically distributed and possess individual DMTs that are a convex function of the rate, we will make
use of the following lemma from the theory of majorization [45]:
is a symmetric function in variables
Lemma 4.2: [45] If
and is convex in each of the variables ,
, then

The corollary below follows as a result.

The 0th subdiagonal matrix corresponds to the diagonal part
of the matrix. The last subdiagonal matrix of is defined as the
of , where is the largest integer for
subdiagonal matrix
is nonzero.
which
The theorem below establishes lower bounds on the DMT of
channel matrices which have a blt structure.
Theorem 4.5: Consider a random blt matrix having comof size
. Let
be the diagonal
ponent matrices
denote the last subdiagonal mapart of the matrix and
trix of , as given by Definition 3. Then:
1)
.
.
2)
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3) In addition, if the entries of
are independent of the
, then
.
entries in
be the size of the square matrix
Proof: Let
. To estimate the outage exponent, we begin by identifying
lower bounds on the mutual information. Since is the largest
size of a nonzero subdiagonal matrix, we have

(21)

Remark 1: The two matrix inequalities below can be deduced
and
defined as
from the proof of Theorem 4.5, with
in the theorem
(22)
(23)

We begin with the mutual-information expression expansion,
(15)
Consider next, the following series of inequalities for all
:

Remark 2: Although the result is derived for lower triangular
matrices, it extends easily to banded matrices as well. The only
change is that the first nonzero diagonal replaces the diagonal
in the statement of the theorem.
C. Example Applications of the DMT Lower Bound

The last step follows since
are independent under the assumed i.i.d input distribution. We thus have

(16)
From (16), it follows that

Here, we derive lower bounds based on the results in the previous two subsections to the DMT of two-hop networks under
the operation of various existing AF protocols. One lower bound
proves a conjecture by Rao and Hassibi [26], while a second is
tighter than lower bounds known earlier. In the remaining instances, two other examples provide lower bounds for the NAF
and SAF protocol which from the literature are known to be
tight. Additionally, the derivations presented here are surprisingly simple and provide some intuitive explanation as to how
these protocols achieve the DMT.
Example 1: Single Relay, NAF Protocol: Consider the relay
network in Fig. 1 operating under the NAF protocol. Let , ,
denote the channel coefficients associated with the sourcesink, source-relay, and relay-sink links, respectively. The induced channel under the NAF protocol is given by

(17)
i.e.
(18)
Similarly, we can derive
(19)
This corresponds effectively to replacing the matrix
. This will lead us to
the last subdiagonal matrix
.
It follows therefore, from (16) and (19) that

by
where the factor of 2 in
carries out rate compensation.
From [8] we know that this bound is indeed tight.

(20)
in

The noise in this channel can be seen to correlated in general with the channel. However, since the noise satisfies conditions of Theorem 2.3, the theorem implies that for DMT computations, we can treat the noise as white. Applying Theorem
of the protocol can be lower
4.5 to this channel, the DMT
bounded as

Using the above together with the independence of the entries
and
, we obtain

Remark 3: For the case of NAF protocol used with relays,
it can be similarly shown that
,
now also using the parallel channel result in Lemma 4.1. This
lower bound is proved to be tight for the -relay case as well
in [8].
Example 2: Multiple Relays, SAF Protocol: Consider the network in Fig. 1 with
relays operating under the Slotted Amslots, introduced in
plify-and-Forward (SAF) protocol with
[16]. We assume that the relays are isolated from each others’
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transmissions (see [16]). For the example case when
and
, the induced channel matrix is given by

Now the DMT of this protocol can be bounded using Theorem
4.5 as

fading matrix corresponding to the direct link between
is a
matrix corthe source and the destination.
responding to the effective channel through the relays, which
depends on the source-relay and relay-destination channels as
well as on the linear transformations employed at the relays.
Now, is blt and therefore, we invoke Theorem 4.5 to get,
. Next we note that the matrix
corresponds to a block-diagonal matrix with
repeated twice
repeated
times along
along the diagonal or effectively,
. It follows that
the diagonal and clearly
.
The protocol utilizes
time instants to induce the effective
channel matrix and therefore the DMT of the protocol
can be given in terms of the DMT of the matrix
as
. Thus

The right-hand side (RHS) is in fact shown to be equal to the
DMT in [16]. For large , the RHS of this bound approaches
the cutset bound.
Example 3: Multiple Antenna, Multiple Relays, NAF Protocol: We consider a -relay network with each node in the
be the channel matrix
network having multiple antennas. Let
and
be the matrices corresponding to
for the direct link,
the channel between source to relay , and relay to destination
respectively. Let the DMT of the product channel
through relay be given by
. The NAF protocol for relays can be viewed as if one were operating by applying the NAF
protocol to each relay separately and then cycling through all the
relays. When each user has a different number of antennas, then
it is in general, advantageous to use each relay for different fractions of time. Under this protocol with asymmetric activation,
we obtain the DMT using Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.4 as (see
[22] for details)

(24)

The scheme in [14] is now a special case of this protocol
where all the relays are used for a equal duration of time, i.e.,
for all .
Example 4: Multiple-Antenna, Multiple-Relay, Generalized
NAF Protocol: Let us now consider a -relay network with the
source and destination having and antennas and the relays
having a single antenna each. For this network, a generalized
NAF protocol was proposed in [26], where during the first
time instants, the source transmits to the
relays. Over the
next time slots, the relays transmit a linear transformation of
the vector received over the prior time slots. This induces an
effective channel matrix between the source and the destination
of the form:
(25)
where
of size

,

, with
denoting the identity matrix
denoting the tensor product and
denoting the

(26)
This proves [26, Conjecture 1].
V. DMT BOUNDS FOR SINGLE ANTENNA RELAY NETWORKS
In this section, we consider ss-ss networks equipped with fullduplex single-antenna nodes. We provide a lower bound to the
DMT of such a network by exploiting Menger’s theorem.
Definition 4: Consider a network and a path from source
to sink. This path is said to have a shortcut if there is a single
edge in connecting two nonconsecutive nodes in .
Theorem 5.1: Consider a ss-ss full-duplex network with
single-antenna nodes. Let the min-cut of the network be .
Let the network satisfy either of the two conditions below:
1) The network has no directed cycles, or
2) There exists a set of edge-disjoint paths between source
and sink such that none of the
paths have shortcuts.
between a MMG of 1
Then, a linear DMT
is achievable.
and maximum diversity gain
Proof: The proof is along the lines of the proof of Theorem
3.1, and is skipped here for brevity. Details can be found in [22].

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2
Let
are constants and
where
every assignment,

be

written

as
,
are monomials. Then for

Now we have

(27)
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(28)
where

is the maximum over all
. We know
has an exponential distribution. Since is a mono-

,
and
denote the th largest, maxLet
imum and minimum eigenvalues of a positive semi-definite matrix . By the Amir-Moez bound [51], for any two positive defHermitian matrices ,
inite

So we get

mial

where
is an integer, where
is the maximum
degree of any of the monomials in any of the variables .
Consider a single term in the RHS of (28), we have

(32)
Similarly
(33)
and

Applying (32) and (33) to

(34)
(35)
(29)

Continuing from (34) and (35), we have

(30)
Equation (29) follows if
. We get this condition by
, since by the hypothesis of the lemma,
setting
.
we have
Combining (28) and (30), we get, for

where
.

,

,

and

(36)
. We
We will show that both the bounds coincide as
and
. Let be the eigen
begin with bounding
vector corresponding to
for a realization of . Then

(37)
Since this is true for every realization we can write

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3
We need to show
(38)
(39)
where

Now we proceed to get an upper bound on

is the correlation matrix of noise, given by
(31)
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5
(40)
represents a polynomial entry of the matrix . Let
denote in some order, the real and imaginary
. Then, the RHS in (40) is a real polynoparts of
.
mial in the variables ,
This leads to
where

(41)
is a polynomial without constant term
where
. Let us invoke Lemma 2.2 for the polyin the variables
nomial which does not possess any constant term, with
. Then,
, we get

such that the interval
Consider any two intervals ,
in between is not contained in . If we are not able to find
, and we are done. Let
two such intervals, then clearly
and
, and without loss of generality
. First, we claim that there exists a
assume that
, such that either
, or
.
point
We now proceed to prove this claim.
Clearly, either of the two conditions (4) or (5) is violated just
, else, the interval would extend
to the right of the point
, i.e., the
beyond . We can show that in the first case,
first derivative of vanishes, and in the second case, the second
derivative of vanishes, i.e.,
for some
(see [22] for a detailed explanation). Thus there exists a real root
or
between those two intervals. Since the number
of
of roots of a polynomial is bounded by its degree, there will be
only finitely many such intervals. In particular, the number of
intervals is bounded by , which is an upper bound on the
and
.
total number of zeros of

(42)
. Also
is equivalent
for some constants , ,
, if we choose such that
. So (42) holds
to
for sufficiently large , which is our regime of interest.
Let denote the set of all the random fading coefficients in
the network, and let denote a realization of the fading coeffiare deterministic.
cients. Given a , and
and
Let
be two events. Then,

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.6
For any polynomial
ables, we have that

in independent Gaussian random vari-

(46)
Let
tion

. Let us define an indicator funcas follows:

(43)

(44)
(47)
Substituting (44) and (42) in (43), we have
Let
dence of

(45)
In (45), is arbitrary, and we let it tend to zero. Hence, by (45)
and (39), the exponents for both the bounds in (36) coincide and
we obtain

on the first

where
is the degree of the polynomial
is a polynomial in the variables
Since
lows from (46) that with probability one,

be the partial derivative of

This proves the assertion of the theorem.

, where the depenvariables is made implicit. Let

in the variable
.
, it fol. Let

with respect to

. Then
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is a function of the remaining
Only the last term involving
. The last term is identical to that
variables
involves
in the RHS of (47), except that the polynomial
or fewer variables and hence this recursion is finite.
Eventually, we will be left with the probability that a constant
for some integer . Choosing
coefficient is greater than
the constant appearing in the statement of the lemma to equal
, we obtain that this probability is equal to the probability that
. But by hypotheses,
and hence this probability is
equal to zero. This allows us to rewrite the bound on probability
appearing in (51) as

Fig. 4. f(x) in a region R .

(48)
Let us consider the first term on the RHS. The region
is described by two condiand
. It is shown in Lemma
tions
2.5 that the set of all values of
satisfying both conditions
can be expressed as the union of pairwise-disjoint intervals
,
with
. Now
. We will now proceed to upper-bound the
. To do so, consider Fig. 4. Let
be the
probability
and
be the height. Since the
width of the interval
is greater than
throughout , we
slope of the curve
have that

We can assume without loss of generality that

Also in any contiguous region,

. This implies that

Since
is a
random variable, the probability that
lies in a range of
is less than
where is the maximum of the Gaussian pdf.
Therefore

(49)
Plugging (49) into (48) yields
(50)
is of lower degree than
Since
continued to yield

, the process can be

(51)

for a suitable constant
and some integer .
forces
since by hypotheses,
Choosing
In this case

With

and

.

, we get
(52)

as desired.
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3
Since the converse is clear, we proceed to the achievability
part of the proof. First, we convert the wireless fading network
into a derived linear deterministic network. The construction of
the derived deterministic network is described below. We will
show that the zero-error capacity of this derived deterministic
network is lower bounded by the upper-bound on the MMG of
the fading network.
Let the number of edges in the fading network be . Fading
coefficients associated with edges of the network are denoted by
. To construct the derived deterministic network,
consider a deterministic network with the same topology as that
of the original fading network. We take , the vector length in
the deterministic network to be equal to the maximum number
of antennas of any terminal in the fading network. For terminals with number of antennas less than , we assign zero as
the finite-field fading coefficient between that antenna and all
other terminals. We still need to decide the finite field size, ,
and finite field coefficients on the edges to completely characterize the equivalent finite-field deterministic network. We shall
. We
denote these finite-field coefficients by ,
shall consider
as indeterminates, before values are assigned
to them.
, we
For determining the field size and
will impose further conditions. In particular, we will ensure that
the deterministic network will have at least the same capacity
as the upper bound on MMG for the fading network. Due to
the similarity between the expression for capacity in Theorem
3.2 and MMG terms in Theorem 3.3, the above condition can
be met by making sure that, cut-by-cut, the rank of the transfer
matrix
in the deterministic network is at least as large as
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the structural rank of the transfer matrix
, i.e.,
.
be the structural
Let us fix a cut , and let
rank of the transfer matrix of the cut in the fading network. Then,
submatrix (say
) of
, which has
there exists a
structural rank . Consider the same cut on the deterministic
submatrix
of
network and find the corresponding
the transfer matrix
. Now consider the determinant of the ma. The determinant is a polynomial in several variables ,
trix
with rational integer coefficients. Let us call this
. This polynomial is not identipolynomial as
cally a zero polynomial over and hence not over . This is
will also
because if it had been, then the substitution of
yield the value zero irrespective of the choice of , making the
determinant zero even for the Gaussian case, leading to a conis a nonzero polynomial. We also obtradiction. Therefore,
in each of the variable is at most
serve that the degree of
one. The lemma below, easily proved using elementary algebra,
and an alshows that it is possible to identify a finite field
location to
with numbers from
such that
does not
vanish (see [49] for instance).
Lemma E.1: Given a polynomial
with
integer coefficients, which is not identically zero, there exists
with large enough, such that the polynomial
a prime field
evaluates to a nonzero value at least for one assignment of field
values to the formal variables.
However, we wish to ensure that the above condition is met
for every cut in the network. To do so, consider the polynomial

(53)
Now, the polynomial
is nonzero since it is a product of
and the degree of
in any of the
nonzero polynomials
. We want a field
and an assignment
variables is at-most
from the field such that is nonzero. Using Lemma
for
E.1, such an assignment exists. Let us choose that and the
assignment that makes nonzero. Thus we have a deterministic
wireless network whose capacity is guaranteed to be greater
than or equal to the upper bound on MMG.
, of a linear
Next, we prove that the zero error capacity,
deterministic network, is equal to its -error capacity.
Definition 5: [36] The zero error capacity of a channel is
defined as the supremum of all achievable rates across the channels such that the probability of error is exactly zero.
Theorem E.2: The zero error capacity of a ss-ss deterministic wireless network is equal to

This capacity can be achieved using a linear code and linear
transformations in all relays.
Proof: We will prove this theorem using the -error capacity result from Theorem 3.2. Given an -error achieving
scheme from Theorem 3.2, we have a codebook of rate

and linear transformations
used by the relays with being
the number of blocks for which the
the block length and
network is operated. The matrix of transformation from the
. A given codeword either
source to the destination is
always results in error at the destination or is always decoded
correctly due to the deterministic nature of the channel. The
fraction of erroneous codewords is less than . If we expurgate
the codewords that do cause error, then the new codebook of
can be decoded error free, which
size
becomes large. The zero-error capacity
approaches as
is therefore the same as the -error capacity, which equals the
min-cut rank . Now, there are at least
vectors in the
in order to have a zero error rate of over
rangespace
time instants. Since
, the transfer matrix
is at least of rank
. Therefore a linear codebook can be
used at the source in order to achieve the rate .
Finally, we lift the achievability strategy of zero-error capacity in the equivalent deterministic networks to arrive at an
achievable strategy for MMG in corresponding fading network.
In the reduced deterministic network of a fading network, to
achieve the zero-error capacity, the relays perform matrix opon received vectors for time durations and for
erations
blocks with
. Since each received vector is of size ,
is of size
. Now we use the same strategy
the matrix
for the fading network, i.e., all relays use the same matrices ,
that are obtained via the zero-error strategy in the reduced deterbelong to , they
ministic network. Though the entries of
with
can be treated as integers by identifying the elements of
the integers
. Therefore the matrices can also
at
be interpreted as matrices over . By using linear maps
relays in the fading network, we get an induced channel matrix
, and effective channel would be of the form,
. As
is shown in Theorem 2.7, MMG offered by this channel is equal
. We shall prove that the MMG offered by this into
, i.e., we show that
duced channel is greater than or equal to
. That is equivalent to showing that there exists an assignment of
in the fading network such that
.
In the proof of Theorem E.2, we created a transfer matrix
of size
with rank greater than or equal to
. Now
we have a similar transfer matrix
in the fading network. If
to be equal to
we assign the underlying random variables
, again by identifying the elements of
with the integers
, we have an assignment of
that has rank
at least
(since the rank of a matrix over is greater than
or equal to its rank over ). Since the structural rank is the
maximum possible rank under any assignment, we get that,

The induced channel therefore has a MMG equal to by Theorem 2.7. Thus the cut-set bound is achieved, and hence the
MMG of the ss-ss fading network is given by
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APPENDIX F
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1
With

,

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
and

..

.

(54)

the parallel channel is given by
. We know independent inputs are optimal for this parallel channel, so we will
choose the to be independent. We have

Define
. Thus
is a function of
the channel realization . Since
are independent by the
are independent by the arguhypothesis of the lemma and
are also independent.
ment above,
and
for
.
Let
Our next goal is to evaluate
. To do
and we evaluate
this, we first consider the case when
. Then we extend this to general
by induction. We define

The last equation follows since
is a decreasing function
making the derivative negative. Now

By Varadhan’s Lemma [44], the SNR exponent of the integral
is given by

Proceeding by induction, we get for the general case with
parallel channels that
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